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Report of the First Technical Committee Meeting of Experts of the
Conference of African Ministers responsible for Trade. Regional

Cooperation. Integration and Tourism

A. opening caremonv (agenda item 1)

1. The Technical Committee Meeting of the First Conference of
African Ministers responsible for Trade, Regional Cooperation,
Integration and Tourism was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from
7 to 13 February, 1996. The meeting was held in collaboration
with the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the United
Nations Conference of Trade and Development and was officially
opened by His Excellency Kasahun Ayele, Minister of Trade and
Industry of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia. An
opening statement was also made by Mr. K.Y. Amoako, United
Nations Under-Secretary-General and Executive Secretary of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA).

2. Opening the meeting, His Excellency Mr. Kasahun Ayele,
Minister of Trade and Industry of the Federal Democratic Republic
of Ethiopia welcomed the delegates to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and
to this important preparatory meeting of experts for the First
Session of the Conference of African Ministers responsible for
Trade, Regional Cooperation, Integration and Tourism, The

Minister stated that the Conference was taking place against
significant changes in the international trading environment,

financial markets, and technological advances. These changes

which pose both challenges and opportunities for African

countries include: globalization and liberalization of trade,
finance, production and technology, the signing of the Final Act
of the Uruguay Round and the establishment of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) to replace the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT); and increased momentum towards creation of

larger trading blocs and. economic and financial integration
entities. The Minister stated that comprehending these trends
and appropriately adapting to them is a first step in building
strong and competitive economies for Africa and in making the
continent a viable and effective partner in the world economy.

3. It was essential to note that against these developments,

the absolute value of Africa's exports continues to stagnate, its
share of world trade has been declining, and official development
assistance to the continent has also been progressively falling.
The continent continues to be burdened by the debt problem,

notwithstanding the various debt relief initiatives that have

been put in place. Furthermore, the continent has yet to benefit
from massive flows of foreign direct investment which have
characterized international financial markets in recent years.

4. The Marrakesh Agreement was hailed as a breakthrough in the
area of multilateral trade negotiations. The Agreement was

expected to lead to a more open and competitive world economy,

boost international trade, and create opportunities for the

emerging regions of the world. The Minister stated that for
Africa, the Marrakesh Agreement is another developmental

challenge as preliminary evaluations indicate that the continent
may be a net loser in world trade; traditional trade preferences

enjoyed by the continent under the Generalized System of
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Preferences (GSP) and the Lome Convention schemes may be sharply

eroded; and inadequacy in human and other capacities may limit

the ability of many African countries to take advantage of the

opportunities to be generated by the implementation of the

provisions of the Agreement. The Minister called on African

countries to map out strategies for the effective participation

of African economies in the world economy, including trade. He

called on the international community to assist African countries

in this respect, through provision of both technical and
financial assistance. He brought to the attention of the meeting

the Framework for Action on the Uruguay Round Agreements adopted

by the "International Conference of the Uruguay Round Agreements

and Africa" held in October 1994 in Tunis, Tunisia which spelt

out the importance of technical and financial assistance to be

provided to African countries for them to be able to adapt to the

post-Marraketh trading environment.

5. Africa continues to live under the cloud of depressed

commodity prices for its maj or exports, notwithstanding the

modest improvement which occurred in 1994. Long term

perspectives regarding prices of commodities exported by most

African countries are indeed not encouraging. His Excellency,

Kassahun Ayele stated that for Africa to break this vicious cycle

of underdevelopment and low commodity prices, diversification of

its production and export trade becomes an imperative- He called

on Africa and its development partners to make progress in this

important area and thereby make Africa an effective and reliable

partner in the world economy. Furthermore, the Minister drew to

the attention of the meeting the importance of trade promotion

in Africa. He called on African countries to improve the quality

of their products; develop effective information networks; and

adapt to technological advances in production, processing and

marketing of commodities. The Minister called on the meeting to

draw up a "Plan of Action for Reducing the Negative Impact of

Declining Commodity Process" on African countries and their
ability to achieve sustainable development. Such a plan should

become the cornerstone for reducing the continent's heavy

dependency on trends in commodity prices of primary products.

6. The UNCTAD IX Conference to be held in Johannesburg, South

Africa offers the African continent a unique opportunity to

revisit many of the important issues regarding the position of

African economies in the world economy. Accordingly, this
Conference of African Ministers of Trade, Regional Cooperation,

Integration and Tourism should be used to effectively prepare for

the Johannesburg Conference. The Draft to be prepared at this
Conference should sharpen Africa's common positions on UNCTAD IX.

7. The Abuja Treaty remains a major fundamental framework for

Africa's integration and the first phase of that process is the

strengthening of regional economic communities. He called on

African countries to redouble their efforts in trying to
strengthen these important building blocs of the African Economic

Community (AEC). His Excellency also recalled the importance

Tourism is beginning to play in Africa both in terms of

generating employment and export earnings. He called on the
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meeting to examine ways and means of making this sector more

dynamic.

8. Mr. K.Y. Amoako, Under-Secretary-General and Executive
Secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
(UNECA) presenting his opening statement, welcomed the delegates
to Africa Hall and to the meeting of Technical Committee of
Experts preparatory to the First Session of the Conference of
African Ministers responsible for Trade, Regional Economic
Cooperation, Integration and Tourism.

9. The meeting was taking place against the backdrop of
important changes taking place not only in the international
arena but also in Africa. Africa--was facing major challenges
emanating from the emerging trading system, following the signing
of Final Act of the Uruguay Round and entry into force of the
related Marraketh Agreements; a rapid globalization and
liberalization of the world economy; increased
internationalization of financial markets; and increased momentum
towards creation of larger trading and economic blocs. Mr.
Amoako stated that these developments pose both challenges and
opportunities for Africa. The United Nations Economic Commission
For Africa recognizes the difficult decisions and efforts African
countries will need to make in order to effectively respond to
these developments. In this respect, the Commission itself is\
undergoing a critical process of self-evaluation in order to.

serve Africa better.

10. The UNCTAD IX Johannesburg meeting will offer Africa a
unique opportunity to once more put to the international
community its concerns regarding the continent's position in the
international economy, including trade. This process, however,

has to start with Africa putting its own house in order,
evaluating its strengths and weaknesses, and putting inplaee
realistic and implementable strategies for responding to these?
challenges. The Executive Secretary stated that while
acknowledging that Africa has lost share of world trade and has
been adversely affected by declining commodity prices*
nonetheless the continent needs to look well beyond short-term
incidence of fluctuating world commodity prices and- seek
explanations in the way African economies are structured, in
their narrow production and export bases, and in the heavy
dependency on primary products. Africa's aspirations arw^to=
become an effective and viable partner in the world economy and
some of the challenges facing the continent in this respect
include: building strong and competitive supply capacities;
promoting human, institutional and infrastructural development
in support of trade; and developing capacities for absorbing
technological innovations and know-how. Africa needs to move

away from the uncomfortable position of selling at a buyer's
market and buying at seller's market. Accordingly,
intensification of efforts at diversifying production and export

bases becomes an imperative.
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11. increased momentum towards the establishment^
other parts

its efforts

and its ei

tn«eTsenneed £?iST pro^els'In^s"^^ area. The first
pnase "f^his process".entails strengthening regional economic

these important meetings.

I? Africa's approach to regional economic integration aims at
bringing elective economic transformation through the building
of strong and well articulated network of infrastructures,

promoting9 sponger production systems "a^^1*1"*,*^
t-hrouah the removal of barriers to our economies- Tnis is
Africans contribution to an open world trade However^ Africa
needs complimentary actions by the international community to
provide "*level playing field" for the continent's participation
in the world economy.

13 On development of tourism in Africa, Mr. Amoako stated that
this sector deserves utmost attention as its contribution to
growth and employment is important in many of our countries.

B. a,fcfndanca

14 The meeting was attended by the following countries:
Algeria? Angola, Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Chad, Congo, Cote

Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

15. The following organizations and i^itutions ^
observers: African Development Bank (ADB), Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), Communaute Economique des
PayHes Grands Lacs (CEPGL), Economic Comm^ity of Great Lag.
states (ECGLC), Economic Community of West African Stttti
^ecowas) international Trade Centre (ITC), Organizatiort ot
ifr?can} Unity (OAU), west African Monetary and Economic Union
(W*£3?, Union Economique et Monetaire ^^-^^^.^SSn '
tmited Nations Conference or Trade and Development (™C™D)'
united Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and World Trade
Organization (WTO).
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C. Bunion of **• bureau (agenda item 2)

16. The meeting elected the following countries to constitute

its Bureau:

Chairman: Ethiopia
First vice-chairman: boutn Africa

Second Vice-chairman: Togo
Third Vice-chairman: Rwanda
Rapporteur: Algeria

item 3)

17. The meeting adopted the following agenda:

l. opening of the meeting

V Revfe^of"recent developments Of Africa's economic and
trade relations with the external world

(a) Africa and the emerging world trading sY^em
(b) Commodities: Proposals for an African Plan of

(c) Africa and the Lome IV Convention in the area of

(d) Prospects and problems of expanding South-South
Trade and-Cooperation,

5. Expansion and promotion of Intra-Regional Trade

(a) Trade liberalization within selected Economic
subregional groupings

(b) Trade promotion

6. Preparation of UNCTAD IX and consideration of
strategies for trade and economic integration

7. Progress reports by the Regional Communities

8. The African economic community: implementation of the
First Phase and Activities Envisaged for the
Reinforcement of the Regional Economic Communitiea

(REC's)

9. Rationalization/harmonization of regional economic
communities and establishment of self financing

mechanisms

10 Report on development of tourism in Africa: inter-
statecircuits and African tourist product, tourism
and African integration

11. Any other business

ronort and closure of the meeting.
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18. on the organization of work, the meeting resolved to devote
two days to Plenary Session to discuss Africa's preparations for
UNCTAD IX and to be followed by two days of discussions in
Committees to deal with other issues on the agenda.

onaliam. tha urauarv round aqreamant and thajr
tha Ab^ija Treaty aatabliahina tha African EconpaJP.

i ()(i)(Agenda item 4(a)(i)

19 A representative of the OAU Secretariat presented Document
OAU/EDECO/TD/12/066.96 ENTITLED, "Regionalism, Uruguay Round
Agreement and their implications for the Abuja Treaty,
establishing the African Economic Community". He stated that tne
paper was divided in four main parts starting with an
introduction and ending with a set of concluding remarks with a
package of recommendations.

20 The representative recalls that during the International
Conference on the Uruguay Round and its implications for African
Economies, held in Tunis, Tunisia in October 1994_, the OAU
General Secretariat presented a paper entitled » The Uruguay
Round Agreement and its possible impact on Regional Economic

Integration in Africa in the Light of the Abuja Treaty". In that
connection, he further recalled that at that Conference

participants generally felt, among other things, TTth?^
"Regionalism" had emerged as a major phenomenon in the World
Trading System. Consequently, it had a major implication for
multilateral trade flows, multilateral trade negotiations and
impact on the effort to be deployed for the implementation of the

Uruguay Round Agreements.

21 Conversely, it was contended that some of the multilateral
commitments undertaken by member States of the African Economic
community (AEC) , in their signing of the Final Act of the Uruguay
Round might eventually contradict and even result in clashes of
interests with the trade liberalization process of the African
Economic community. It was under-scored that this situation was
most likely to emerge at the Customs Union State, when the
African Economic Community would be expected to adopt and
implement a Common External Tariff (CET) against non-AEC
countries. It was suggested that a situation might arise when
these countries may realize that whereas their commitments in the
uruquay Round would require them to lower or bind or eliminate
some if not all their tariffs, on the other hand they wold be
expected to maintain a measure or degree of tariff walls to
protect the emerging African Common Market.

2 2 \gainst that background, the representative of the OAU
pointed out the elements of part I of the paper. In that
connection, he stated that an attempt had been made to define
"Regionalism", identify historical types of regionalism and trace
its evolution and link it up with the recent wave of
trade/regional integration schemes that have emerged in the World
Trading System. Particular emphasis had been laid on non-African

Arrangements.
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Attention was especially drawn to regional integration
Attention was esp between 1947 and 1994. Other major

mmM¥mm
Trans-Atlantic Market - place.

was also made of to the commitment spelt

i2r
submit them to the WTO.

25 He went on to indicate that Part II of the paper dealt with
the Uruguay Round Agreement and its essential elements. It
touched Ipon some of the commitments undertaken by Africa in the
Uruguay Round.

26. Part Three examined the time - frame *»«»?

the trade and customs provisions of the Treaty, ana niose
undertaken by Member States of the African Regional Economic
Communities, that had been designated as building blocks of the
African Economic Community.

27 Part Four examines and identifies areas of complementarity
and conflict in the events of the implementation of the two
Agreements1 by the OAWAEC Member States which have commitments.
in this regard, he drew attention to Annex I of the paper where
27 OAU/AEC Member States which, as of October 1995, were noted
to have concurrent membership at the WTO.

28 Bearing in mind the conflictual time - frames for tariff
liberalization of the two Agreements, and that Regionalism .will
continue as a phenomenon in the world trading system long "*o
?he 218? century. The representative of the OAU invited the
meeting to take note of the recommendations in the paper, such

as:

that the WTO, while taking cognizance of
Regionalism as a major factor in the World
Trading System should devise a Forum or a
mechanism that would ensure that regional trade
arrangements and economic groupings complement
the Uruguay Round Trading arrangement. To that
end the regional economic groups should serve as

building blocs and not stumbling blocs in the
international trading system;
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(ii) that Article XXIV of GATT should be revisited so
that in the course of time the interests of
African regional economic groupings in particular
the Abuja Treaty relevant provisions should be
re-examined and renegotiated with the WTO at the

continental customs union stage.

(iii) that since none of the treaties of the
African regional economic groupings and even

the Abuja Treaty, has not been formally
notified to the GATT/WTO, steps should be

immediately taken to secure observer status
for the African RECs and for the African
Economic Community at the WTO.

(iv) that the mandate given by the African Ministers
of Trade, when they adopted in Tunis, in 1994, in
the frame work Action Programme on the Uruguay

Round the technical assistance needs of African
countries for the implementation of the Uruguay

Round Agreements, still remained valid and
related to the conclusion and recommendations

drawn in the paper.

29. During the debate that ensued views were exchanged on
whether or not to notify the World Trade Organization (WTO) of
the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic Community at
this stage or not. While some participants felt that because of
the very technical issues involved in the process of notification
perhaps it was not timely to do so. Others felt that since WTO
negotiations are on-going and bearing in mind that the Abuja
Treaty had been ratified and was as legally binding as the
Uruguay Round Agreement, the OAU Secretariat should open
consultation and contacts with the legal counsel with the WTO
with a view to pursuing the notification process.

30. The meeting also urged that the African regional economic
communities should proceed to the practical implementation of
their treaties so as to speed up the attainment of their

respective customs unions.

31. In conclusion, the meeting took note of the following
recommendations as presented:

i) The World Trade Organizations (WTO), while taking
cognizance of regionalism as a major factor in the
World Trading System should devise a mechanism that
would ensure that regional trade economic groupings
complement the multilateral system of the Uruguay

Round trading environment - in this connection, the
interests of the regional groupings, should be
safeguarded while possible transforming inward looking
stumbling blocs1 into "building blocs"; (accordingly
the WTO should improve the functioning of the Working

Party process as it obtains now);
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ii) Article XXIV of GATT should be revised and the
interests of African regional groups re-negotiated .in
order to safeguard them when the African RECs are to
attain their regional customs union stages and
subsequently the continental African Customs Union
stage, respectively, as envisaged in the Abu]a Treaty
establishing the African Economic Community; (in that
connection not only should the Abuja Treaty be
notified to the WTO initially as an Interim Customs
Union Agreement but also the other Treaties of the
RECs should be notified;

iii) The OAU/AEC Secretariat to apply to GATT/WPO for
observer status within the required fora in order to
safeguard the interests of the member States of the
AEC, as this is long over-due when one refers to the
lost of organizations/institutions that have Observer

status with the WTO, as annexed to this paper based on
the latest records of the WTO; "'

iv) The WTO should establish a Common Forum, within its
system for the examination of all individual regional
trade/integration Agreements; hold special sessions of
its members in order to provide periodic structured
debates based on a calendar of biennial reports to_be
submitted by members of regional Agreements in order
to ensure a harmonious and complementary interaction
between and among all regional Integration Initiatives
and the new World Trading System; this would not only
guarantee improvement in the ex-post surveillance of
Agreements, but would also reveal the simultaneous
status of most WTO members as both parties to regional
integration Agreements and being third countries

together Agreements.

v) The Joint OAU/ECA secretariat should, in collaboration
with UNCTADf GATT, ITC and other relevant institutions
implement the Framework Action Programme on the
Uruguay Round adopted by the African Ministers at* the
international Conference on Uruguay Round and its
implications held in Tunis, Tunisia in October 1994;

vi) To that end seminars should be organized to target
African business communities, economic operators, in
particular small and medium-scale entrepreneurs (SEMs)

and civil servants;

vii) OAU/AEC Secretariat should develop working contacts
with existing, especially the newly-created, regional
economic groupings in other parts of the World
especially the North-American Free Trade Area (NAFTA)
the MERCOSUR, APEC, and the ASEAN etc. so as to share

experiences.
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r tradVorqinilltifin (agenda item

32 A representative of the ECA secretariat presented Doc
E/ECA/TRADE/95/13 entitled "Africa's participation in future
multilateral trade negotiations in the framework of the World

Trade Organization".

33. In his statement, the representative expressed regret that
the Uruguay Round of MTNs had been concluded without a meaningful
contribution by African countries. He added that the region's
passive role had not helped influence the outcome of the Round,
and so was the situation with regard to past GATT rounds and
other international trade negotiations, including those within
UNCTAD. This was all the more a matter of concern that obtaining
special treatment and derogations became difficult after
negotiations were concluded and agreements signed.

34. With respect to the current negotiations, he recalled the
four sectors of the Uruguay Round where negotiations were not yet
concluded by the time the Final Act was adopted in April 1994.
Those included, the basic telecommunications services, maritime
transport services, financial services and the movement of

natural persons.

35. Regarding the trade agenda for future MTNs, he stated the
three new issues that were put on the work programme of the WTO
Preparatory Committee as a prerequisite for accepting the
conclusions of the Uruguay Round by some negotiating parties.
These were trade and environment, trade and competition policies
and trade and internationally recognized labour standards.

36. in connection with the "Strategy to be pursued for future
multilateral trade negotiations" the representative pointed out
to the need for African countries to adopt appropriate strategies
for such negotiations collectively. As time and resource
constraints might not allow African countries to meet and adopt
common positions on every single issue on the agenda of MTNs, he
proposed that the Geneva-based African missions be reinforced and
that a strong coordinating focal point be established within the

OAU office in that city.

37. Referring to other immediate areas of negotiation, he
mentioned the issue of compensation for net losses and the
assistance required for the implementation of agreements reached
at MTNs. In this connection, the Lome IV Convention provided for
compensation on a case by case basis should ACP countries'
products lose competitivness (Annexes XXVII and XXIX of the Lome
Convention). On the other hand, the final act of Uruguay Round
recognized the need for assistance to developing countries and
LDCs in order to enable them implement the agreements.
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18 in concluding his presentation, the representative of the
Secretariat tabled the relevant recommendations and an agenda for

consideration by the meeting.

39. The meeting felt that the issue .Presented b>> th..ECA
secretariat on Africa's participation in future multilateral
trade negotiations including MTN's within the framework of toe
WTO was timely as the Ministerial meeting of the WTO was
scheduled to take place in December of 1996.

40. The meeting deplored however, the low level of participation
by African countries in MTNs and raised the need for the^African
mission in Geneva to be strengthened. African countries were
Srged to effectivly participate in f«»din5 negotiations on is.ue.
including Maritime Transport Services. Along the,«a»?o""*' *
call was made to reinforce national technical capacities so as
to enable member States get the best out of MTNs.

41. The meeting discussed the projected impact of the Uruguay
Round Agreements on World Trade with specific reference to the
e^cted Increase of the latter by US? 500 billion. £cent
estimations were less optimistic in projecting such an^rea..
to $173 billion with a net loss of 2 per cent of GDP for Africa.
The meeting mandated the ECA and OAU Secretariats tomakean in
dent* assessment of possible consequences African countries may
£e confronted with in implementing the Uruguay Round of
negotiations before June 1996.

42 In drawing the debate to a conclusion, the meeting welcomed
the following recommendations and agenda of the ECA Secretariat
calling for capacities and strategies to be built and formulated

ahead of time.

a) Recommendations

1 African policy makers should consider the trade sector
as an important component of their economic
development process and allocate to it appropriate
resources to enable it carry out its activities;

2. More attention should be paid to the WTO agenda and
operations;

3 African countries should consider joining on-going
negotiations on sectoral issues within the Uruguay

Round framework;

4 African countries should start working on the issues
to be addrsssed by the next round of MTNs in order to
get prepared for a meaningful contribution to the

negotiations;

5 in order to be able to adopt African positions on
issues of special interest to the continent, African
diplomatic missions in Geneva should be reinforced as
w«ii as the OAU office in that city as its main
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seas Jissrsasr^s'ss1ot MIic"
6.

relevant strategies to this end;

7.

8.
Finally, African countries, should push for

impact on their economies. ■ - ■

b) issues for an African Agenda

fi) strengthening of negotiating # capacities and,
formulation of relevant strategies?

(ii) joining on-going sectoral negotiations in WTO mor*

meaningfully; ;

Mill Formulating an agenda with issue^^° *e
■ } immediately brought to WTO for n^iation.s,

such issues could conclude derogations for
differential treatment with regard to the
Abuja Treaty for the establishment of tne

African Economic Community and the
adjustment process through which Africa has
to go to build competitiveness in its export
sector and preserve some of i*s f^rategxc
sectors The controversial issue of
compensation for losses the continent could
incur in the immediate future could also be

included.

iv) Mobilizing resources and technical "•■£t5»**u£
ansure the smooth implementation of the Uruguay

Round Agreements.
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1 TOW!

(agenda item■» af the U

■ logfcing_tr

4(a)(iii))

43. The representative of the «D .aid that the d
of the paper is that there is *™££j?^o^nulated within
original objectives of trade Prefe" o^T chanqe, a stimulus to
UNCTAD in the 1970s - i.e. ** * ba"*° g^T'the basis of

exports

Africa countries ^^^J tolSi%n direct
oTthe^ervice sector in Africa were

emphasized

Declaration on unctad IX

commodities.
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Nota on the follownp on raaolution 783 (XXIX) concerning tfta
of th* nraouav Round (agenda item 4a(iv))

50. On the basis of the mandate entrusted to the ECA secretariat
by resolution 783 (XXIX) of the 12th session of the Conference of
African Ministers of Trade, a brief informative paper
(E/ECA/CMT/l/1/2) on the follow-up regarding the implementation
of the Uruguay Round Agreements was introduced by a

representative of the ECA secretariat.

51. In his presentation, the representative outlined the

numerous activities undertaken by the secretariat which included,
among others, possible impact of the Ureuguay Round Agreements
on African countries and technical assistance need for that
implementation; the designing of a project of technical
assistance entitled "Support to African countries for the
implementation of the Uruguay Round Agreements; the preparation
of a paper on the "Anticipated impact of the Uruguay Round of
MTNs on African economies: a preliminary analysis was also

completed.

52. Following the introduction of the paper, the meeting was
informed that a "Framework for action" for the implementation of
the Uruguay Round Agreements was prepared by the ECA secretariat
in collaboration with the UNCTAD, WTO and OAU secretariats. It
was also noted that an inter-agency coordinating meeting was

convened, chaired by Tunisia in conformity with the mandate given
to the country by the ECA Conference of Ministers, to harmonize

the various submissions.

53 The meeting was further informed that the European Union had
granted ECU 2 million to the WTO to provide technical assistant
services to developing countries. However, modalities for }oint
action and degree of collaboration in utilizing this resource had

to be worked out.

54 A report was presented by the distinguished delegate of

Tunisia to the follow-up of the African Action Plan on

implementation of the Uruguay Round results. During hxs
intervention the distinguished delegate recalled the origin of
the Tunis Action Plan and informed the meeting that since the
meeting held in Tunis various programmes were submitted by
international organizations concerned.

55. The Action Plan was aimed at achieving and obtaining (a)
general information in several fields a wide range of areas; (b)
the improvement of commercial infrastructures of the African
countries; (c) adaptation of the national legislations and
regulation to the new rules and disciplines of international
trade; (d) training of the officials and the different interested

economic actors to that purpose.

56. In drawing this debate to a conclusion, a call was made to
support the effort being deployed by the ECA secretariat to map
out, in collaboration with the United Nations agencies, a
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substantive technical assistance programme and mobilize the
necessary resources for its implementation.

57. The meeting was informed of efforts deployed and resources
mobilized by WTO, ITCf and UNCTAD to carry out relevant technical
assistance programmes. The meeting called on the agencies to
work in close collaboration with each other as initially

envisaged and to avoid duplication.

African co—oditieai Proposal« for a continental progxa— *t

action [agenda item 4(b)]

58. In introducing document E/ECA/TRADE/95/14, related to this
agenda item, the Secretariat indicated that the document intended
to define action that African government should take in the
commodity sector in the light of the emergent international
trading system. The analysis of the situation has revealed that
African economies are heavily dependent on commodities and
related problems. In order to remedy to the situation of
excessive dependency a number of measures have been taken
including the conclusion of international commodities agreements,
mechanisms for price stabilization with management, compensatory
financing mechanisms and structural adjustment programmes.

59. All these measures have produced a very limited positive
impact on African economies due to the fact that they did not
address the structural aspects of their economies.

60. In order to avoid being further marginalized in the context
of the emerging international trading system characterized- by-
competition and competitiveness, African countries must adopt

diversification measures aimed at (i) transforming their
economies and reducing their dependency on commodity experts;
(ii) achieving competitiveness so as to be able to exploit:
opportunities brought about by globalization and liberalization.;,
and (iii) creating conditions for sustainable growth. In thi* end
the secretariat proposes a programme of action and modalities* to
be implemented at national, subregional and regional levels.

61. In the ensuing debate, the meeting emphasized the importance-
of the commodity sector for African countries* It noted that
given their production structure, African countries will continue*
to heavily depend on their commodity exports and run the risk xr£:
being marginalized in the course of the implementation of: the*
Uruguay Round Agreements. The combination of several other

shortcomings, including the absence of investment in the
productive sectors and inadequacy of marketing strategy, would

result into a further decline of the African shares in the world

trade. Africa's positions on international markets might be

affected by the liberalization of commodity sectors.

62. The meeting was informed about the ITC current programme on

commodity which focuses on development quality and markets of

some agricultural commodity. Publications of manuals and seminars
were organized for African countries. The meeting emphasized the
need for African countries to actively participate in the meeting
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of the Governing Council of the Common Fund for Commodities in
order to be in a better position of benefiting from the resources
of the second window of the Funds. To this end the representative
of Angola communicated to the meeting the calendar of the meeting

of the Common Fund: for the current year.

63 The representative of UNCTAD informed the meeting that there
was qreat potential for productivity improvement in commodities
and suggested that African countries should look for long term
guaranty access to international market for commodities market.
He mentioned some areas with great export potential such as off
season vegetable and fruit, cut flowers, marble and granite and
suggested an inter-agency approach to the implementation of the

Plan of Action for commodities.

64. Since the resources of the 2nd window of the Common Fund
were insufficient, he suggested that UNCTAD IX considers the
possibility of lifting the freeze on the 1st window resource, but
underlined that this move would require the revision of tne

Treaty establishing the Common Fund.

65. The meeting welcomed the decision of the Governing Council ;
of the Fund taken at its seventh Annual meeting held in Aiosterdaa
on 4-6 December 1995 states that a portion of the accumulated net
earnings of he First Account "shall be used within the framework-,
of the present operations to enhance the capacity of the Common x
Fund to finance commodity market development actions through
projects designed to assist developing countries, and especially
the Least Developed and landlocked among them, to function
effectively in a liberalized global economy. Such projects would
focus on, inter alia; promoting physical market development; the.
enhancement of market infrastructure and support services to
facilitate private sector initiatives; institution-strengthening

including training at all levels? enhancement of commodity aarKet
risk management and commodity trade financing; and macro-polity
advice on commodity market development11.

66. The meeting supported the idea of lifting the freeae on
resources available at the 1st window of the Common Fund, called
for increased resources to be pledged and actually paid to this
window. The Committee called for the utilization of resource* of
this window to finance institutional development and discounted
premises for price-guarantee mechanisms starting with that of the

PTA/COMESA banks.

67 The meeting adopted and decided to recommend to the
Ministers the following Plan of Action for Commodities:

national level

a.
Realigning the agricultural products sub-sector
to meet local needs and reduce the importation of

food products;

b. Formulating and pursuing horizonal and vertical
diversification programmes with a view to.
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widening Africa's economic base and creating the

inter-sectoral linkages needed for sustained

growth;

c. Adopting adjustment and economic policies capable

of revitalizing growth;

d. Adopting incentives for commodity producers by
way of improving the access of small producers to

the factors of production, lowering production
factor costs by granting customs exemption for
the import of essential commodities and relaxing
fiscal policies so as to reduce excessive
dependence on export duties as a source of fiscal

revenue;

e. Pursuing appropriate reform policies aimed at
replacing those sectors losing their
international competitiveness with capital and

skills-intensive activities;

f. Formulating, as part of a comprehensive strategy,

an export promotion programme providing every

measure of support for enhancing competitiveness
both at the stage of product processing and
export diversification. For this to happen, not

only would productivity have to be improved but

also the cost of such factor inputs as labour,

energy, transport, credit and other costs
relating to an unfavourable business environment

should be reduced;

g. Shifting industrial strategies from import
substitution to an endogenous growth model based

on the commodities sector;

h. Improving the efficiency of marketing structures
by simplifying administrative formalities and

eliciting the direct participation of producers

in produce marketing by encouraging the
establishment of producers associations and

cooperatives with a view to ensuring regular and

steady supplies;

i. Conducting a critical review of the possibilities
for diversifying outlets to other developing

regions so as to take advantage of South-south

opportunities and to diversify African markets

and make them more competitive and profitable;

j. Creating the conditions for an improvement of the

economic and financial environment both for

domestic as well as foreign direct investment

particularly through the institution of such
reforms as would contribute to the effective
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allocation of credit to small farmers and
businessmen; and

information.

radical level

trade promotion in Africa.

69. At regional level, African countries should:

a joint programme for the promotion of

mmsiii
mmmmdefining appropriate marketing strategies;

AfricanVendence on the import

of food items;

and demand situation of specific products;

(d) Enforce existing commitments and agreements in the

mmm
Strengthen African financial
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at

70. At regional level, African countries should specifically:

(a) Evaluate, with the assistance of ECA Secretariat, the
implications of the Final Act of the Uruguay Round of
multilateral trade negotiations including the additional
provisions contained in the Marrakesh Agreement so as to see what
synergy can be achieved in increasing revenue, employment and

expanding trade;

(b) strengthen their negotiating position within such
multilateral trade cooperation institutions as the World Trading
Organization (WTO), EEC-ACP Convention and the Group of 77 so
that their interests are taken into account in future

negotiations;

(c) Make use of international assistance to sustain their
economic diversification efforts particularly within the context
of the preparation of diversification projects and programmes

under General Assembly resolution 49/142; and

(d) Encourage foreign direct investment and technology
transfer so as to develop production capacities and increase

export possibilities.

MODALITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION, FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

71. The implementation of the action programme for developing
the commodity sector should be carried out at all the levels -
national, regional and international.

(a) At the national level

72 Policy management capacity should be strengthened and the
establishment of a conducive institutional framework promoted;for
the implementation of the programme. In addition, sectoral
skills development programmes will have to be formulated ana

implemented.

(i) strengthening of policy management capacity

73. Appropriate policy management, analysis and implementation
mechanisms would be needed to ensure proper implementation or the
programme. Such mechanisms are generally lacking in most African
countries. The countries therefore apply to the letter
unsuitable economic policy strategies (especially in the context
of structural adjustment programmes) without having the capacity
to review and appraise the impact so the economic and social
repercussions come to compound the structural difficulties of
African economies. It therefore becomes necessary to accord
priority to the establishment and strengthening of technical
capacity for the management of economic policies particularly
through skills training and institution building to promote the
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development of the required managerial and implementation skills

(ii) Tngt-itutiona

ssssy

(b) the rp^^9"^^ level

evaluation of the programme.

(C) af. the international level

diversification activities

The joint secretariat should
programme implementation.
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Africa in the Lome IV convention in the Area of Trade (agenda

item 4(c)

78. A representative of the ECA secretariat presented the report
on "Africa's Expectation Under Lome IV Convention in the Area of
Trade: E/ECA/TRADE/95/12"

79. The report was designed to examine some issues in Lome IV
Convention of concern to African countries in the wake of the
conclusion of the Lome IV mid-term review which was reached in
June 1995 after fifteen months of intensive negotiations.

80. The main issues raised in the report included: (i) the
significance of market access; (ii) the impact of the convention
on Africa's trade structure; (iii) the effectiveness of STABEX
programme; and, (iv) the prospect of the future of the
Convention after this one expired in five year's time.

81. With regards to market access, a significant proportion of
Africa's exports to EU market were primary commodities but these

products would enjoy as much duty free privileges in EU as they
would elsewhere in developed market economies. Other group of
products that include coffee, vegetable oils, oil seeds, tropical
fruits, fish and meat products get few percentage points of
tariff margins reduction over the various Generalized Trade
Preferences (GSP) rates. Finally, there were othsr products

particularly falling under the temperate agricultural and textile
products which were either subject to special protocols, or have

specified access terms.

82. However, employment of non tariff barriers would inevitably
further reduce the value of benefits. These were characterized
by some form of quantitative restrictions such as: quota

arrangements, calender limitation and reference prices. Other
non tariff barriers included variable levels, voluntary export
restraints, technical standards and stringent phytosanitary

regulations.

83. With regard to the impact of the convention, available data
indicated that Africa had increasingly lost out its trade share
in the EU market in the last decade. There were a number of
contributory factors cited in the document which included
inappropriate macro-economic policies, debt servicing problems

coupled with reduction in external financial resource inflows*

84. Other factors resulting from EU policies included the rule
of origin which was considered stringent specially in case of

fish products coupled with the complicated and bureaucratic
delays in disbursing project funds.

85. Furthermore, smooth implementation of Lome IV had also been

hindered by the performance of the STABEX programme within the
provisions of cooperation in the area of commodities. The STABEX

designed to ensure short-fall from commodity export earnings, had
been found ineffective due to in-adequate funding of the scheme.
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as Results of the mid-term review were below the African ACP
countries' expectations. The final financial package committed
b? ?he t* flu. short of ACP expectations. However, negotiations
raised hope for striking some more improvement in their
Preferences What ACP countries managed to achieve amounted to
^cros"?he-boarS reduction of import charges on all products
currently not enjoying preferential treatment.

a? in the after-math of the mid-term review of Lome IV
Co;ven?ionhNegotiations, African countries^eeded tc> reflect^
the whole meaning of the Convention and how its various
provisions could be harnessed to develop their trade sector.

88. The following specific recommendations were adopted:

(i) All efforts be put into developing and promoting export
diversification of non-traditional products V^*^****™*
countries facing erosion of preferential benefits as a result of
EU offers in the Uruguay Round;

(ii) Creating an enabling environment be provided attract
both local and foreign investors to enable transfer of production
technology as well as marketing and distribution techniques;

(iii) Technical assistance be provided for R

marketing'skills and acquiring skills ™*"*p£Lt£Em
standards and general improvement of quality of products,

Mv) Incentive for increased agricultural production be
provided that would create horizontal and vertical linkages to
industrial production; and

(v) An alternative agreement be contemplated upon tha light
of the new liberalized global trading system of the post Uruguay
Round! tl we move towards the end of the 10 year Lome IV
convention.

(vi) African countries should consider the resulting to
Articles XXVIII and XXIX of annexes for the Convention to the
file claims losses of competitiveness of thexr products.

89 it was also pointed out that the majority of African
countries did not take full advantage of the Lome Convention
S«?erences Therefore, efforts should be made by African
countries to exploft the existing provision mainly in developing
Zlcllictl capacities, and the provisions for the^<=°»P««»^°«8
of erosion of competitiveness of African products. Moreover,
regional funds to support or to help Africa foster ^ "gional
economic cooperation and integration programmes should be made
available. But from past experience soliciting funds from the
convention hid proved very cikbersome and the meeting felt that
this process should be made easily accessible.

90 More efforts should be exerted in renegotiating the:
convention to ensure that preferences gained in past conventions
should not be eroded. It was felt that future arrangements should
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include provisions that would help avoid the bias of ACP Trade
excessive concentration on the EU market and the absence of both
commodity and market diversification.

91. The inadequate level of funding of STABEX and SYSMIN and the

low pace of disbursement were pointed out as well as the little
effect these facilities could have long term structural problems

of Africa's commodity sector.

92. As regards to a possible renegotiation of the convention,
more effort should be exerted to ensure that preferences gained
in past conventions should not be eroded.

issues and prospects for the intensification of South-South Trad*

and Cooperation (agenda item 4(d)

93. Introducing Doc. E/ECA/TRADE/95/17, the representative of

the ECA secretariat stated that inspite of the various
initiatives taken to strengthen economic cooperation among
developing countries, interregional trade which forms an integral

part of South-South Cooperation has not grown significantly.

94. A number of factor impede the development of trade among

developing countries. The problems, which are structural and
institutional, would continue hamper the growth of trade and
economic relations among developing countries if appropriate

measure were not found to rectify them.

95. The representative pointed out that among the structural

obstacles the lack or paucity of transport and communications
networks including cargo services were virtually non-existent
among many African countries. Trade policy impediments taking
the form of taxes on goods entering the country and regulations
imposed at the movement of goods coupled with inadequate

financing of trade had also worsened the situation.

96. The potential for South-South trade expansion was derived
from the fact that in the short and medium terms, the developing
countries have no possibilities of intensifying their trade with
the developed countries. To this end measures were proposed^for

intensifying South-South Cooperation through strengthening both

regional and interregional cooperation.

97. Growth of intra-regional, regional and interregional trade

was contingent upon the improvement and expansion of transport

and communication networks, which are currently inadequate; the

creation of shipping companies and lines services; expanding
cooperation; coordination and harmonization of monetary and

economic policies; and intensification of financial cooperation
using subregional, regional and interregional financial
institutions as springboard.

98. The representative of the ECA secretariat laid strong

emphasis on the Aid-Memoire annexed to the document
(E/ECA/TRADE/95/17) in which a framework for organizing TCDC/ECDC

meeting between the United Nations Regional Commission; Regional
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Regional Development Barks in Africa, Asia,
J^tto^.' 23 Latin America; and Technical Agency
and business community organizations was drawn.

f
joint undertakings for the

ggsS
momentum for self-reliance

=
following collaborative efforts:

ensure effective coordination between UN regional
co^sionHeveXoSTt banXs and regional deveiopment agencies
as well as UNDP;

- identify and formulate specific ECDC/TCDC projects (in
correction with African integration programmes) and

further meetings, workshops, a*^™";
bring together partners from

financial relations,

the conference.

a syndicated approach
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suggested that the ECA Secretariat proceed with its preparation
within a framework of carefully worked-out programme of action
with detailed costing once the idea was. endorsed by the
Ministers! The need to supplement the conference by seminars,
workshops and trade fairs was also strongly emphasized.

105. The deliberation on this agenda item was <^1<£*JV
recocmizing the need to sensitize African leaders and concerned
headTof institutions and taking note that member States fully
participate in the launching of the proposed Conference. The
meetIngPfurther urged the ECA secretariat to act the.focal and
take lead in the conference and drawing the related plans.

? Mib-Mttigp*! qgoupinos (agenda item 5 (a)

106 The Secretariat introduced documents E/ECA/TRADE/95/7 and
E/ECA/TRADE/95/8 on trade liberalization of domestically produced
goo^s"'inToMESA' and ECOWAS subregions where trade liberalization
programmes are being implemented .

107. in assessing the impact of the ^^TS^^
schemes, it was found that in spite of substantial
Sn for industrial products, the intra-subregional^

was in the range of 10 per cent for ECOWAS and 6 per cent for
cSSesa in spite of the suppression of non tariff barriers since
ja^ 199OP, for the latter. This situation may /eteriorate
furS with the enter into force of the Uruguay Round Agreements
in the new globalizing and liberalizing context of the world
economy in which accels to markets will become more and more
difficult for African products due to new standards.

108. The reason for the rather disappointing status of «*£*»
was found to lay in internal factors such insufficient supply,
poor state of infrastructure and telecommunications, persistency
of tariff and non-tariff barriers, problems of payment and
financing trade and lack of convergence of macroeconoBlc
poUcies? Among the external factors mention should be made of
the excessive debt burden and the persistence decline of the
price of African export commodities.

109. In this context promotion of economic integration through
liberalization of intra-sub-regional trade is viewed as on© of
the vital way out of the crisis. To this end the following
recommendations have been made for consideration by member
states- (i) ensure coordination of macroeconomic policies
(exchange rate, interest rate, monetary and f:Lscal P°Ucies) in
order to increase benefits accruing fr« u£rali*a*£°"r <*;>
increase supply capacities through diversify^ca^on of agriculture
and industrial products, promotion of institutional and
Schnorogical capacities; (iii) promote financial cooperation
through Mobilization of resources and strengthening of financial
institutions for trade promotion; (iv) strengthening of physical
infrastructures including transport and communications.
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tary harmonization schemes,

cS^ (S*£oNIA in ECOWAS, ASYCUDA
in COMESA), etc.

mmmm
in the course of this year.

112 With respect to monetary integration, the committee was

soon

contributions from member states

the two organizations
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115. While acknowledging the comprehensiveness of the documents
under consideration, the committee requested the secretariat to
update its reports taking into consideration, the information

provided by COMESA and ECOWAS.

directions in tha fiald of trad* proaotion and
W implication!. » Mota bv the aeoretarJAfc (agenda item

116. In his presentation, He laid emphasis on the low performance
of the trade sector in African countries inspite of efforts that
had been deployed to create the required institutional framework,
and to launch many programmes/projects in areas such as trade
information, human resources development for trade promotion,

product development and package etc... <
He furthermore listed the contributory factors to include: (l)
a weak link between trade policies and trade promotion
programmes; (ii) the absence of structural changes in the real
sectors of the economies and its adverse impact on the African.
continent's supply capacities; (iii) weak trading capacities;
(iv) sustainability of institutional development compromised by
inadequate funding; (v) uncoordinated technical assistance
programmes and lack of focus of such programmes.

117 There was therefore need for change and adopt a different
approach to trade promotion. The first step in this direction
would be to elaborate trade policy programmes in tandem with
promotion programmes and production. The scope for trade
promotion should be widened into trade development programmes

simultaneously addressing production (supply), support policies
and capacities and promotional activities. Furthermore, building
capacities should be an integral part of the strategies as they
determine success or failure of trade development programmes.

118 At the outset, institutional changes and innovations should,
be envisaged. The new institutional setting should integrate
production and trade diversification and development as
follows: (i) at the policy making level, National
Diversification Council including Governments and representatives
of the business communities should act as policy making bodies;
(ii) national trade and investment promotion centres should.be
integrated in one institution that could be called "National
investment and Trade development Centre (NITC)"; (iii> at the
sub-regional/regional level, a network of supportive institutions

should be organized to provide adequate backstopping to the

NITC's.

119. Infrastructural capacities including transport and
communications networks for intra-regional and south-south trade
should be developed, as well as a wide range of human capacities
and self-financing mechanisms and/or other income generating
schemes to ensure self sustaining trade development institutions
and programmes and lessen dependency on external funding.

120. The strategic implications of the proposed new directions
for trade promotion and development should reflect in the way
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trade Dolicies and trade promotion programmes are designed and
implemented Atthe national level, implications^volved around
institutional and policy changes towards » more ^^«ted
implemented At^
institutional and policy changes.towards » more ^^

centre integrating activities of the commission in this domain
wasin the same line. This centre could serve as a regional
focal point on diversification issues.

121 Proposals for an Eight year intra-african trade development
action plan were made the main objective of which would Ixrto

intra-african cooperation in trade and investments. The

institutions wJuld be involved in %*?<*%£*%£*

groupings, World Tourism organizations, World Bank, National
Investment and Trade Development Centres.

122. The technical committee strongly supported Proposals in the
report and recommended their implementation by ■«■*■*£»*••;.
The proposed 8 year intra-African Trade development Action Plan
was "bussed and approved. In this respect the meting
emphasized the need to include regional business organization,
like the Eastern and Southern Africa Business Organization
7ESABO) and various trade organizations in the action plan.
Furthermore, the experts felt that countries of some economic
groupings could consider jointly setting up foreign trade
promotion centres in developed countries to ensure that it is
affordable to as many countries as possible.

123. The committee endorsed the proposed plan and recommendadJLts
support and implementation by member States. It calied_ond«n
IndP!unding agencies including the recently established ITC Fund
to support the plan.

it Advisory Group's Ma•ting (agenda

124. Under this agenda item , a factual report, «*"g£**j£
lr.Vnnr& of proceedings of the Twenty Ninth Session of the Joint
Advisory Group on? III. International Trade Centre ™CTAD/GATT,
walpresented by the representative of ITC as contained in Doc.
E/ECA/CMT/ITC/AG (XXVIII)/150.

125. With reference to the opening statements delivered by sister
institutions, to the Joint Advisory Meeting he reported that the

secretariat focused on the possibilities for technical
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pressures were making export-oriented growth harder to achieve
or sustain. Along this line, the statement delivered by the
Deputy Director General of GATT/WTO referred to the desire of
GATT/WTO to maintain partnership, provided that the ITC work
programme was more complementary to WTO objectives.

126. The Director General of ITC, M.J.D. Beslile indicated the
main achievements during 1994 and briefed the 29th session of the
main areas of the Center. As regards to the restructuring
exercise within the ITC, the ITC representative stated that the
simultaneous organizational restructuring, redeployment of human
and financial resources which were based on a priority setting
review mechanisms would give maximum synergy to create a new and
vibrant corporate culture in ITC.

127 The priority-setting review, had produced six more services,
which were seen to correspond to the concerns of developing
countries; its emphasis on being demand driven, the decision to
specialize and be practice in areas where ITC had a comparative
advantage; the practical, result oriented approach; the
importance placed on South-South trade; the emphasis on least
developed counties and small and medium-sized enterprises, as
well as the stress on national capacity building and

sustainability.

128. The establishment of a Global Trust Fund (GTF), was another
major area of concern to the ITC. This new funding modality
would make it possible to pool several contributions with a view
to implementing larger and more effective programmes,

considerably improving the current practice of administering

small, individual projects.

129. It was reported that the GTF will operate two windows:

(a) The first window was open to contributions which are
for unspecified purposes (unearmarked).

(b) The second window was open to contributions which are
to be allocated to specific and clearly identifiable programmes
designed to meet pre-stated and time-limited objectives. Such
programmes, to be implemented at country, regional and
interregional levels, may result from proposals by ITC as well
as donor or beneficiary countries.

130. The third major area of preoccupation was the consultative
committee. Under this mechanism, recipient countries were to be
associated in the design and periodic review of programmes,

including those undertaken at the interregional level.

131. Providing trade and business infirmation was singled out as
being vital to the business community and to effective business
development. In this connection the private sector enterprises
were the major areas of focus for sustained results.

132. The representative of ITC laid more emphasis on
environmental considerations in trade promotion and export
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develooment. Within environmental framework, ITC planned to
clncent?a?e its activities, on behalf of developing countrijj.,
on lour areas: incorporating environmental consideration into
national trade promotion and export development strategies and
Suilding associated institutional capacities; providing trade
Information to facilitate adjustment by exporters to the
environmental requirements of international markets and
iSentitying and pursuing commercial opportunities for exports in
the world markets for environmental goods, environmentally
friendly technologies and services, and generic, promotion of

green products; etc.

133 Followinq the presentation, deliberations on the report
focusedon environmental considerations and the 61ol»lT™rt M
(GTF). in accordance with the presentation on environment, the
meeting put emphasis on the need to sensitize environmental
issues and ITC conducting technical studies on the impact of the
environment on the ozone layer depletion and the consequences on

products of export interest by developing countries.

134. Judging the disparity between what is pledged andea<*u*^Y
disbursed to the Trust Fund, the meeting unanimously signalled
to contributing states that support to the ITC trust fund should
be restored and continue unhindered.

^ P r

Trade Fair (agenda item 5(b)(iii)

135 A representative of the OAU Secretariat presented document
EDECO/TD/3/055.96 entitled, "Progress Report on the preparation
for the seventh All-Africa Trade Fair". He recalled ^that the
Sixth All-Africa Trade Fair took place in Bulawayo-Zimbabwe in
leptember 1992 and that a report on it was ealier submitted to
both" the 12?h session of the conference of African Ministers of
Trade and to the Fifth -Eighth Ordinary Session of the OAU
council of Ministers held in Cairo-Egypt in June 1993. In that
regard he drew attention to relevant resolution
CM/Res.l458(LVII) of the OAU Council of Ministers.

13 6 Guided by that resolution, it was indicated that the OAU
General secretariat reorganized and constituted the Organizing

committee to be composed by technical experts from the Trade
Divisions of the African Regional Economic communities, in
accordance with the principle of geographical balance.

137 The meeting was informed that to date, two meetings had been
held to s^Tin motion preparations for the Seventh All Africa
T?ade Fair. These were the bilateral technical meetings between
the Ministry of Commerce and Tourism of the Government of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria and the OAU General secretariat in
July 1994 and the first meeting of the technical organizing
committee held in October 1995, both of which took place in

Abuja-Nigeria.
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138. The representative of the OAU informed the meeting that the
tentative date for the Fair was 9-17 November 199*. He however,
pointed out that the authorities of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria were yet to confirm the said date. He, 'therefore, invited
the latter to take the necessary steps so as to enable the early
publication and dissemination of the date in order that Member
States may not organize any major events in their countries to

clash with the date of the Fair.

139 He went on to state that the venue of the Fair would be the.
Lagos international Trade Fair Complex and that the theme of the
Fair was "Promote Africafs Development - Buy Africa's Goods .

140. Other decisions taken by the technical organizing committee
in respect of Publicity Campaign, Market surveys/Buyer-Seller,
meetings, Investments Forum , Trade Fair Rules and Regulations
Catalogues, as contained in the report, were underscored.

141. Recent contacts made by the OAU General Secretariat with.
URTNA for the production of a documentary film on the Fair and
with Association of African Airlines (AFRAA) to secure reduced
freight rates and passenger fares for exhibitors were noted.

142 On Finance, the representative of the Secretariat pointed
out the efforts deployed by the OAU to secure extra budgetary
funding from the Commission of the European Union, under the*.
terms of the Regional Provisional of the Lome IV Convention. He
informed the meeting of the negative response that was received
by the OAU from the EU and urged eligible Member States to
present their individual national requests to the Resident
Delegations of the EU in their respective capitals.

143. He concluded by drawing attention to the recommendations,

contained in the report.

144. During the exchange of views that ensued the meeting took
note of the report. Information was provided to the effect^that-
the European Union, in response to a number of individual-
national requests addressed to their Resident Delegations,- in.
some African capitals, indicated that the EU was more interested
in supporting Specialized Fairs and not General Trade Fairs. This
was because, in their views, it was difficult to assess the
commercial impact of such General Fairs.

145. In conclusion, the meeting congratulated the Government of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria for the efforts so far deployed
in preparing for the Fair. It expressed the hope that all
publicity materials would be made in good time to facilitate1 the
eventual participation of Member States in the Trade Fair.

Report of the second afro-arab trade fair [Agenda Item 5(b)(iv)>]-

146. The Representative of the OAU made a verbal presentation of
the Second Afro-Arab Trade Fair that was held in Johannesburg*
south Africa from 6-14 October 1995. He recalled that the
Afro-Arab cooperation was institutionalized during the Summit,
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of Afro-Arab member States, that was held in Cairo, Egypt in 1977
?n reco^ition of the low level of trade which was being
registered by that time. Indeed, a very wide range o areas of
cooperation were spelt out among others, economic, ^an<£a*'
political, scientific, cultural etc. The cardinal objective of
the cooperation was to boost Afro-Arab trade by regular
organization of trade fairs in both Arab and African countries.

147. He further recalled that the first Afro-Arab Trade Fairs was
held in Tunis, Tunisia in 1993. The success of that trade fair
encouraged the need for the organization of the Second Afro-Arab
Trade Fair two years later on.

148. With regard to the evaluation report on the second Trad©
Fair* the OAU representative indicated that a joint committee-

comprising the OAU, the League of Arab States the *""»"£«*'
south Africa and ECA would meet next March to consider the final

report.

149. He stated that meanwhile the first interim report would be
submitted to the next council of the Ministers of the
Organization of African Unities for consideration and evaluation.
Thl highlights of the report would by and large reflectboth
positions of the Arab and African countries which p^^P****
in the Trade Fair. The report would subsequently be submitted
to the next OAU Summit which is planned to take place next June*
in Yaounde, Cameroon, for consideration.

150. on the main highlights of the Trade Fair, it was^PointeA out
that there were 46 African and Arab countries, and 24 Ministers

of Trade and Culture, who participated. Also inTattendan^*fl?l
t-h© secretaries General of the OAU and Arab League, Director
General of UNIDO, the representatives of BADEA, ITC, UNCTAD etc.

151 Amona the sectors exhibited were raw materials, fisheries,
textiles, agro-industries' products, chemical products, energy
and building materials; paper products, artisan products, general

trade wares etc.

152. Regarding the business transactions that were carrie* out
at the Trade Fair, it was estimated that out of 90 samples of the
exhibitors that were interviewed 490 business offers a™****-
The business transacted by the sample was estimated at the value

of $3 million dollars.

153. During the Trade Fair, a Cooperation Forum was organized
which focused mainly Afro-Arab joint ventures to be undertaken
In the future in the spirit and the letter of the cooperation
agreement between Arab- and African countries. In addition there
was an exchange of views on technology and investment,

154. During the debate that ensured the representative of COMESA
wanted to know, inter alia the variety and the quality of
products exhibited; the outcome of the discussion onJjfc*
ventures and investment. He added that the sum mentioned in
relation to the volume of the business transacted seemed too low.
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Trade Fair.

the Representative of the
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OAU thanked, in

VA-asaa'Baa.
The representative of the secretariat presented a

mtmsm
tank! forpromoting the expansion of intra-Afrioan trade.

developing Africa was to build this capacity.

ins^t^ss^^r^^isssjss ssssss
groupings could play I significant role in technical capacity
building, which was already being done.

ifii Amona the various problems mentioned in the report one was
the'la^k of financial resources which had blocked the setting up
and development of a regional trade information system. ECA had
designed a project for the mobilization of resources to carry out

this programme.

ifi? The Droiect would be carried out in two phases, the first
phase woulTpertain to assessing and evaluating the national data
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processing capabilities, while the second phase would deal with
designing and setting up of a Coordinating Centre at BCA.

163. The representative concluded by calling upon the

distinguished experts to take note of the report and support the

efforts of ECA in mobilizing resources for developing an

effective system.

164. The meeting agreed that "information is power" and
underscored the importance of having a continent wide information

system. Africa, it was said, lagged behind all the other regions
in this endeavour and immediate action should be taken to bring
the region up to date, as much as the existing technical capacity

allowed.

165. The secretariat of the OAU informed the meeting that they

had undertaken activities in this regard and had submitted a

study to the EU for bilateral funding. The OAU (council of
Ministers) had raised US$ 100,000 seed money in order to show its
commitment and seriousness to the international community. At

this juncture the OAU also pointed out that they should be

involved in the monitoring mechanisms of ECA's proposal so that

both their efforts could be complementary.

166. The meeting while stressing its support for this regional
network cautioned that funds should be secured not only for

initial establishment but for sustaining it also.

167. Furthermore during the course of the discussion the

necessity of connecting to the international information networks
was stressed. In this regard the secretariat informed the meeting

that PANA's launching of "RAPID" using simple telephone lines in
the absence of INTERNET the "WEBBs" was being considered and that

a demonstration of "RAPID" will soon be done here at ECA. The

meeting was informed of facilities available at PADIS and
consultations underway for the introduction of INTERNET in

Ethiopia.

168. Concern on duplication of work was raised but it was

stressed that the ECA was planning to strengthen the existing
subregional information networks and will work in support of.

PANAFTIS. The UNCTAD Trade points programme will complement ECA's

work.

169. The meeting pointed out the need for member States to

establish Data Banks at the national level and have focal points

also. The importance of regional data banks and its effectiveness

could only be measured by the information it could provide the

business community, therefore it was again emphasized that the
national, sub-regional and regional levels must all be

strengthened. The need for human capacity building or training

was one of the issues to be considered in order to have an

efficient and operational networks. The Committee recommended
that ECA's efforts in this area be supported by member States and

funding agencies.
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ONCT»n TX and conaideratjon of
integration., (agenda item 6 (a)

trriiand

sustainable development in globalizing
i on UNCTAD

170 A representative of the ECA secretariat presented a
synopsis of the ECA Draft Declaration highlighting the *aet that
S IX was taking place against the backdrop of an
increasingly globalizing and liberalizing world economy. This
imnlies that new and imaginative ways have to be found to respond
to*netchallenges such as the persistence of poverty and wide
disparities in the quality of life, high levels of unemployment,
?he alversl effects of current strategies of economic management,
misgitTngs abou? environmental degradation and pollution, and
instability wrought by civil strife and inter and mtra state
inn^icts He stressed the fact that the focus should be on what
Orleans can do for themselves and what complementary, measures
our partners in development can contribute. ^eissues of
novertv the linkages between poverty and environment, the
failure' of effectiveness of structural adjustment programmes

Jl^sT to bring meaningful changes in the real sector of African
cowries and the bias of financial fl°w=aJo speculative rather
than productive activities. He also indicated that the low level
of financial intermediation hinder African efforts to *°t>ili*e
domestic resources and amplified the outflow of capital flights.

171 Africa will not be able to supply significant tradable
surplus unless structural imbalances were addressed. He pointed
to the tendencies of very low Foreign Direct InvestmentsJFDI)
and declining Official Development Assistance (ODA) flows to
Africa He indicated that massive resources were required to
rekindle and sustain growth in Africa and that these resources
could come from (i) enhanced market access through the
?mpiementa?ion of the Marrakesh Agreements and ^e restructuring
of GSP schemes; (ii) increased ODA; (ill) the mobilization of
local and foreign direct investments; (iv) alleviation of the

debt burden.

172 The recent disorders in the International Monetary System
were pointed out and a call for reform recommended. «e indicated
that converging adjustments by developed countries matching those
of developing countries should be carried out so as to free the
worldfinancial flows by reducing interest rates and developed
countries were urged to enhance market access; increase ODA flows
to African counties and promote the "°>ilization of productive
investments to the region. African countries, *e added, must
broaden their production base through horizontal and vertical
diversification programmes; strive to build and strengthen their
humln, institutional and ^"structural capacities; pay due
regard to environmental issues; reaffirm the regions commitment
to reaional economic cooperation and integration as the first
s?ep towards market diversification; and enhance South-South
cooperation through the promotion of transport and communications
network, the establishment of financing mechanisms to cater for
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south-south trade and investment, and the design and
implementation of TCDC programmes. Calls for the creation of a
special facility for the compensation of opportunity costs of

preserving tropical forest, for easier acpess to the global
environment fund and compensation of preference losses were

highlighted.

173. The draft declaration emphasizes sustainable development

issues in contrast with declarations adopted by Latin America arid
Asia which stressed competitiveness and market access

respectively. This option is in line with Africa's specific

case.

174. The meeting decided to appoint a drafting committee to
finalize the draft declaration by merging related submissions.

(h) The G77 Preparatory Committee's infrim Progress Report for

UNCTAD IX (agenda item 6(b)

175. The representative of Egypt presented part I of the interim
progress report of the Group of 77. He stressed the fact that
the G77 inputs did take into account the position of the Geneva-

based African group in various fora on the commodities, the GSP,
the environment and others. He highlighted the three substantive
chapters contained in the document, namely:

(i) Development policies and strategies in an
increasingly inter-dependent world economy in the

1990s and beyond;

(ii) Promoting international trade as instrument for

development in the post-Uruguay Round World;

(iii) Promoting enterprise development and
competitiveness in developing countries.

176. As regards the development policies and strategies to be

pursued by the continent in an increasingly inter-dependent world

economy he outlined the opportunities and challenges created in
the face of the progressive liberalization and globalization in
the world economy. He expressed regret that developing countries
faced various constraints beyond their control which prevented

them from fully participating and benefiting from this process.

177. He further mentioned that, in the new global context, the
key issues of interest to Africa in particular and to developing
countries in general were: Trade and investment, competition
policy within the framework of increasing globalization of
economic activity; movement of natural persons, the increasing
importance in the movements of capital, technology and
investment, financial markets and monetary issues with greater

emphasis on the exchange rate stability and others.

178. In connection with the above he outlined policy measures and
strategies to be adopted by developing countries at both national
and international levels. At the national level emphasis was
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laid on the need to implement a comprehensive policy framework
to ensure an enabling environment for domestic and foreign

investment.

179. With respect to policy measures to 'be adopted at the
international level a call was made upon developing countries to
take full advantage of the existing opportunities and ensure
greater coherence among different areas of economic policies.

180. Along this line, a further call was made to minimise the-
risks of new imbalances and instabilities, including disturbances
in the international financial markets. There is an urgent need
to reverse the potential marginalization of the least developed
countries and other weaker economies he added.

181. In outlining the elements of development cooperation and
development policy approaches and strategies at the national and
international levels, specific reference was made to the issues
related to the problems of unemployment, poverty alleviation,
access to markets, the role of government public and private
sectors in the development process and resource flows an4

external debt.

182. On South South economic cooperation, the need for increasing .■
the capacity of developing countries to produce, achieve
economies of scale, and become internationally competitive were
underscored. In this regard the role of South South Cooperation
to strengthen the ability of developing countries to obtain the
best possible terms in the context of negotiations on investment, ,

transfer of technology was emphasised.

183. Within the framework of ECDC the need to conclude the Second
round of the GSTP negotiations, widen the scope and sectors and
introduce the global scheme of payments arrangements among

developing countries was underscored.

184. In reporting on the promotion of international trade as. an
instrument for development in the post-Uruguay Round the
spokesman made specific reference to the measures that could.
facilitate the integration of developing countries into the world
trading system. Specifically, he pointed that the impact that
the Uruguay Round Agreements has on development was assumed to
pose a heavier burden of adjustment on the developing countries

than the developed ones.

185. Particular attention was given to the possibilities of trade
remedies in a protectionist manner (eg., safeguards, anti-dumping
actions and countervailing measures) provided for within the

framework of WTO.

186. As regards the complementarity of the UNCTAD and WTO, UNCTAD

should monitor closely the implementation of the Uruguay Round
Agreement with a view to providing policy-oriented
recommendations from a development and strategic perspective.
UNCTAD was further vested with the responsibility of analyzing
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the implications of the new multilateral rules and disciplines
embodied in the Agreements.

187. It was also noted that development of commodity exchanges
in developing countries can promote efficiency4 in commodity trade
as well as improve the participation of the enterprises in
commodity trade. Therefore financing mechanisms to deal with
instability and risks faced by commodity export dependent
developing countries should be strengthened.

188. To assist all developing countries facing transitional
adjustment difficulties due to the impact of the Uruguay Round
on their economies, serious thought should be given to the need
for a new financing facility, without the conditionality of the

Bretton Woods institutions.

189. one of the adverse impacts of the Uruguay Round agreement
was the erosion of preferences that were accorded under schemes
such as the generalised system of preferences (GSP). Under these
circumstances a call was made for preference giving countries to:
(a) consider expanding the product coverage of GSP schemes; (b)
deepen GSP tariff margins so as to make them commercially
meaningful; (c) eliminate quantitative limitations; (d) remove

conditionalities attached to the GSP; (e) enhance special
measures for LDCs and including the provision of duty-free and

quota free access.

190. The spokesman went on to underline the importance of trade
and environmental sustainability in which he stated that the
environmental concerns of developing counties should be inter
linked with poverty alleviation, provision of social
infrastructures and presentation of their national resourceB-

base.

191. Institutional intervention on trade and environment should
include efforts to build international consensus on principles
and modalities and provide developing countries with assistance
in negotiating more balanced agreement in this field.

Promoting Enterprise Development and Competitiveness in
Developing countries

192. Reference was made to the role of economic and social
dimension of the enterprise sector, the impact of globalization
and liberalization on the enterprise sector in developing
counters. He also highlighted the policies and measures for the
creation of an enabling environment for the promotion of
entrepreneurship in development countries.

193. In this regard it was noted that the majority of enterprises
in developing countries are of small or medium size (SMEs) and
their combined economic and social weight account for more than
90 per cent of all enterprises in most developing countries. For
the successful formulation and implementation of policies that
enable entrepreneurial initiative to prosper and enterprises to
compete on equal terms governments may need to intervene to help
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SMES by taking measures to correct or eliminate market

deficiencies.

194. It was also recognized that privatization assumes a
particular significance since, under appropriate conditions, it
can both help to diminish budgetary deficits and serve as an
instrument of change for the promotion of economic efficiency.
However, financial constraints constitute a major bottleneck for
SMEs to compete with the TNCs in the privatization of public
enterprises in developing countries. Similarly, the lack of
harmonization of lows in Africa also prevented the development

of SMEs in Africa.

195. The issue of management training of human resources has also
been addressed. In this regard managerial capabilities through
human resources development, for creating a pool of entrepreneurs

and training programmes for managers of industries, should be
encouraged. Accordingly, governments of developing countries
should encourage inter-firm linkages and sub-contracting among
and between SMEs and larger firms in order to contribute, or/to
increase, skills, business information and production, quality
control, export marketing and sales opportunities. The
representative concluded by recognizing the need for
strengthening enterprise competitiveness and noted that, while
several developing countries have promulgated competitiveness
laws or have revised existing ones, there was the persistent need
for a measure of flexibility in applying such laws for

developmental goals.

196. Following the ECA opening remarkes and the statement made
by the African Group representative the meeting concluded that
an open ended drafting committee should be set up to examine both
inputs, enrich them if necessary, and produce a consolidated

documents for presentation to the ministers.

197. A representative of the UNCTAD secretariat introduced the

report of the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to the ninth Session
of the Conference which shall take place in South Africa from 26

April to 11 May 1996. This report covered in its four chapters
the four nine substantive items on the provisional agenda for

UNCTAD IX. The first chapter dealt with the overall issue of
trade and development in a liberalizing and globalizing world
economy. It provided an assessment of the development

problematic in the current content as well as some reflection on
possible policies and strategies for the future. The second

chapter dealt with the promotion of international trade as an
instrument for development in the post Uruguay Round Context.

It addressed in particular issues relating to trade policy and
trade efficiency, measures, and actions to address commodity
dependence, including measures to promote commodity
diversification, and new and emerging issues. In this regard,
it called upon the international community to formulate a
programme of assistance for developing countries, particularly
in Africa, both existing and aspiring members of the World Trade
Organization, aimed at strengthening their capacity in the areas
of trade policy formulation and negotiation and institutional
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adaptation. The third chapter addressed the promotion of

enterprise development and competitiveness in developing
countries and countries in transition, with particular emphasis
on the creation of an enabling environment for the development

of interpretership and they enterprise sector. Finally, the

fourth chapter presented some personal reflections of the

Secretary-General of UNCTAD on future work of UNCTAD in
accordance with its mandate, in particular its institutional
implications. The Secretary-General of UNCTAD stated in
particular that "if it is true that each society will be measured

by the way it treats its more valuable members, then the

international community in general, and UNCTAD in particular,
will ultimately be judged according to the attention that they
pay to Africa and to the least developed countries as a whole.

This is the central problem, the major challenge of the fin de

siecle".

198. The representative of the UNCTAD secretariat emphasized
that, while the report did make specific references to the

relevant conditions and experience of African countries, it was
the task of the February 1996 Addis Ababa meeting to reflect the
perceptions of the Governments concerned regarding their

assessment of the situation and their priority needs.

199. He also informed the meeting of the preparations for UNCTAD

IX already undertaken or scheduled, at both the intergovernmental

and the UNCTAD secretariat levels. Finally, he expressed the

sincere thanks of the UNCTAD secretariat to the OAU and ECA
secretariats for their valuable cooperation in facilitating the
necessary preparation by African countries for their

participation at UNCTAD IX.

200. The committee further discussed issues in the draft

declaration. It was felt that Africa should emphasize a
development centred negotiation strategy at UNCTAD IX to secure

support for the strengthening of its supply capacities so as to

enable it take advantage of opportunities resulting of the
emerging trading system, issues such as market access, trade and
environment, ODA and investment flows were discussed along the

lines of the draft declaration proposed by the secretariat* The
OECD proposed multilateral investment framework and the common

fund for commodities were also lengthily discussed.

2 01. It was felt that there was the need to revamp the Common

Fund for Commodities (CFC) . In view of the fact that the First
account of the CFC seemed to be non-operational, alternative
measures were proposed. They included maximizing the overall
efficiency in the use of resources through other mean such as

halting and reversing protectionism, removing distortions to
trade and enhancing the ability of developing countries to manage

commodity dependence and diversify their productive capacity and
exports. Along this line, it was felt that the conditionality
of the IMF Compensatory and Contingency Financing Facility (CFF)

should be reduced and eventually eliminated. In the same vein
it was suggested that the STABEX financing mechanism should be

strengthened.
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mmmmm
African countries.

dfversiAcatfon progranmes of interest to African countries, m
Particular the lelst developed among them. In this connection,
^observed that most of the voluntary contributions pledged to

mcommodity research, development productivity improvement, and
commodity diversification in Africa.

recognized the reluctance of developed

count should instead be used to support

a»h«irH70 or finance discounted premiums of. the COMESA prxce
guarantee mechanism African countries were urged to emulate the,
COMESA system in other subregions.

this regard concern was expressed that if

national jurisdiction on investment policies.

The meeting was briefed on the future institutional
i f mTcTAD drawn from recent debates in Geneva. The

meeting was briefed on the f
nism of mTcTAD drawn from recent debates in Geneva. The
selsion o™Se intergovernmental machinery of UNCTAD agreed
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that the new institutional arrangement should be composed of the
Trade and Development Board to work into global ?""<*"■«»«*
riiseussion on inter-dependence; the commissions to focus on
sectoral Lsues of ?rade; and the experts group handle to issues
such as environment.

207 A request for the funding of mission of African experts

regardin^UN-NADAF and LDCs would permanently feature

(Agenda item 6(c)

208. The secretariat introduced document E/^/^^to^eview

srsssr srsj=2^J3rxxs?S
namely- the failure by most African countries to implement these
Regies and consequently the absence of transformation in the
economic structures; the persistent °verdependenee o the
continent on few commodities and traditional markets, tne
Nitrations of the Uruguay Round Agreements for African

foreseeable context of world economic relations, the following
recommendations were made for consideration by African countries.

?09 in the field of trade, African countries should formulate
ana"implement production and market diversification poUo«. and
programmes, with emphasis on South-South trade relations, aimed
programme , * overdependence on limited ranges of

comBloditieeS Ind traditional markets. In order to ach"ve th^

bodies chafers of commerce), infrastructural and human
capacities needed to assess African countries' production
Potential identify potentials for product development, new
markets or se^ents of traditional markets etc. Finally, Africa
shou!d develoTtrade support services such as trade financing or
guarantee mechanisms, transport facilities, trade information
Systems and networks in order to facilitate transactions.

210 As regards economic integration, the implementation of the

"SSiti.. o( int«r»tion otganls.tion.; this proc... «ouW M.rt
Jlth the l..rmoni»ition ot th..e .ctlvltlea .nd would oul»ii»t.
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with the emergence of a single grouping by sub-region when the

programmes of the various entities will be fully integrated. It

would be left to the policy organs of the entities concerned to

decide on the pace and modalities of this integration. The second

major undertaking would be to secure reliable and durable funding

to support the economic integration process. In this regard, it

is proposed to look into the feasibility of establishing self-

financing mechanisms at the level of economic groupings and to

have African financial institutions play a more active role in

mobilizing resources to finance the programmes of these

groupings.

211. During the ensuing debate the following issues were raised.

Clarification was sought and given on differences between these

proposals and the strategies adopted in 1990 and the

implementation, in particular in the field of trade. The

resolution passed by the African ministers of trade at their

Conference held in Tunis in October 1993 with regard to the

monitoring arrangements notably concerning the operations of the

Follow-up Committees to be set up at national, sub-regional and

regional levels to monitor Africa's strategy in the area of

trade. In answer to this query, the secretariat indicated that

all relevant strategies were considered still valid. The concern

was that these strategies have remained mostly unimplemented for

various reasons. The aim of the secretariat's paper was to

suggest modalities for making these strategies operational,

taking into account developments which had taken place since the
adoption of the strategies, such as the programmes being

contemplated for the diversification of African economies*

Regarding the Follow-up Committees, it was pointed that they

exist nominally and need to be activated.

212. The integration approach, which puts emphasis on production

and infrastructure development as opposed to trade-driven

integration which does not match African realities, was welcomed*

As regards the harmonization of the activities of economic

groupings, it was pointed out that this could, indeed, be best

achieved through the pragmatic process suggested which emphasized

the revision of the programmes of certain groupings in order to

eliminate duplication and overlapping. It was indicated by the

secretariat that harmonization is a political issue which could

be handled only by the policy organs concerned through

consultative mechanisms as proposed by ECA in the case of

PTA/COMESA and SADC. Concerning the integration approach, the

four-prong strategy was the one ECA had constantly tried to

translate into the various treaties negotiated since the adoption

of the Lagos Plan of Action.

213. The meeting also suggested that an appeal be made to those

countries which have not yet ratified the Abuja Treaty to do so,

as the entry into force of the Treaty does not preclude the

ratification by all parties. He further insisted that the

treaties of all Regional Economic Communities (RECs) be reviewed

in order to align them on the provisions and objectives of the

Abuja Treaty, as was the case for those of ECOWAS and COMESA.

Concern was expressed as to the effective harmonization of
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programmes, in view of the repeated absence of Chief Executives
of RECs at consultative meetings held previously. It was also
suggested that the issue of self-financing mechanisms be

considered along with that of rationalization of ECA and OAU-
sponsored institutions which, in spite of in-depth analysis .
conducted by EGA, had failed so far to achieve a consensus on
suitable solutions. Regarding the participation of the Chief
Executives of RECs in consultative meetings, it was indicated

that the draft Protocol on relationships between the African
Economic Community and the RECs had made provision for meeting :
the cost of such a participation.

Progress reports bv the regional econon*« ^IP^M" (agenda

item 7)

214. The sub-Committee was presented with progress reports by the
representatives of the RECs present at the meeting i.e. ECOWAS

and COMESA, on the activities of their respective organizations.

215. ECOWAS's priorities have focused on the maintenance of peace

and regional security, the promotion of measures to facilitate,
and increase intra-subregional trade, the harmonization of macro-

economic policies and the promotion of sectoral development

programmes. In the field of peace and security, ECOWAS has

deployed all necessary efforts, within the last six years, to
help secure peace in Liberia. The signing of the Abuja peace
treaty by the warring factions and the establishment of the. six
member Council of States to ensure a rapid return to normally and
a reliable and credible political and civic administration in-the

country are among the notable achievements.

216. In the area of trade promotion and facilitation, human
resources development and the organization, of investment forums,

seminars and trade fairs aimed at sensitizing the business
community on trade and investment opportunities within the ECOWAS.
region, have featured prominently. In addition, specific market
studies have been conducted to enhance trade in wood and- wood
products, paper and paper works, fertilizers and pharmaceutical

products:

217. ECOWAS is also working towards achieving a monetary

integration and total trade liberalization within its borders
through the elimination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers to

trade in the near future. On the former, a significant step has

been made in the transformation of the West African Clearing
House into a West African Monetary Zone, while on the latter, at
least the protocol regarding the movement of persons and the
right of establishment and residence is in full swing.

218. Steps towards the harmonization of macro-economic policies
have started through the establishment of a Consultative Forum

involving economic policy planners and decision makers. With
respect to sectoral development, emphasis is being placed on key
sectors such as agriculture in the context of rural development,
industry, transport and communications, and environmental

protection. The trans West African Highways are a notable
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ilglillifi
proliferation of organizations in Africa.

220. The representative of ECOWAS explained that his or^nization

continue

K5T5. *—««> ™« "=»»? ta?JS,a^S> S£«VK2nolitical decision to create UMEAO, and that it wouxa
nue to work with UMEAO as it had done with its predecessor.

currency of its membership, and this could provide a basis on
which SCOWAS could draw very useful lessons for its own
experience in the field of monetary integration.

with respect to COMESA, the sub-Committee noted that its

computerized Trade Information Network (TINET), the Automated
system at^Customs Data (ASYCUDA) and Euro-Trace and in the Single
Soods Customs Declaration Document for the entire region.

COMESA is also actively engaged in promoting

million? thlcOMESA Clearing House, the PTA Re-Insurance Company
and the COMESA Bankers Association COMESA has ?"«"«•**£
UAPTA Travellers Cheque system in the region which can serve as
a model and a major step towards achieving currency

SSSSSJ? £231 S-J3-

development strategic framework
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223. While noting with satisfaction COMESA's achievements
Particularlv in the field of trade, the Sub-Committee noted that
very UttL progress had been registered with respect to the free
movement of persons and the right of residence and establishment.
Sowevlr? theP Committee was informed that COMESA was adjessing
this issue through a protocol that was signed in 1986 and that
provides for the right to entry visa at the port of
disembarkation within ten years after its inception, and a total
waiver of visa requirements ten years thereafter.

224 The Sub-Committee noted the attempts being made by COMESA
through various publications to popularize its various trade
instruments among the region's economic operators and business
community who are often not aware of the existence of such
facilities, and recommended that COMESA should redouble its
efforts to ensure their widest possible dissemination.

225 The sub-Committee finally recommended the need for the
various programmes and activities of the regional economic
communities to be consistent with the Treaty establishing the
African Economic Community in order to facilitate the
coordination and harmonization of the overall integration

process.

on^w.- — economic communities and eBtabj
aftlf-finducing mechanisms" (agenda items 8 and 9)

226. under this agenda item, Sub-committee considered document
E/ECA/TRADE/95/27 introduced by the ECA Secretariat. In its
Presentation, the Secretariat recalled the entry into force of
the Abuja treaty on 12 May 1994 and the first phase of its
implementation consisting of the strengthening of RECs.which
constitute the framework and instrument to achieve the obiectives

of the African Economic Community.

227 The Secretariat underlined that the strengthening of the
RECs required that relevant solutions be found to the two main

difficulties confronting them, namely:

the multiplicity of intergovernmental organizations
including the economic integration groupings in each
of the subregions as defined in the Abuja Treaty, and;

the lack of or inadequacy of the financial resources
required to support community programmes and projects.

228 The Secretariat therefore proposed, on one hand, an
innovative and a more pragmatic and subtle approach to the
problem of rationalization of the IGOs, based essentially on the
harmonization of trade instruments and mechanisms, and on the
other on a strategy for elaborating and putting in place self-
?lnancing mechanisms to buttress Africa's integration process.
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Rationalization of the IGOS

229. The secretariat recalled that since the 1980s this long-
c^tandina issue has still not been resolved in spxte of several
attempt male to address it, which aimed primarily at harmonizing
the institutional frameworks of regional cooperation.

230. This approach was confronted with some major difficulties,
notably ^complexity of the task involved xn erms of the
number of institutions concerned, the lack of a clearer
Understanding of the problems posed, and the human dimension
which one had to consider.

231. Bearing in mind the ultimate goal of harmonizing the
Institutional frameworks of the process economic c°°Pe™tion and
integration, the secretariat proposed that the issue or
rationalization could best be tackled by focusing on the areas
where overlapping was evident of the institutional frameworks and
activities and where there was less likelihood of the different
economic groupings coexisting harmoniously within the same

regional space.

232 Essentially, these issues involve the trade systems put in
^lace by the various treaties, and which are either completely
different or mutually exclusive from one another. This has,
thus? created a situation of dispersed and incoherent regional
markets in Africa, notably in West and Central Africa.

2 33 To address the problem, the Secretariat proposed a
rationalization scheme predicated upon the harmonization of trade
liberalization instruments and mechanisms and other ancillary
measures strengthening the regional markets.

234. The harmonization process to be pursued in each subregion
will therefore cover the following areas:

the elimination of tariff barriers;

the rules of origin;
the certificates of origin;
the Compensation mechanisms (the principle, the rate,

and the modus operandi); and
the Customs tariff and statistical nomenclatures-.

235. The accompanying measures to be covered will also include:

external protection, made precarious by the imposition
of custom duties within the framework of SAPs and the
opportunities provided by the Uruguay Round;

indirect domestic taxation with the aim of eliminating
cumulative taxation, discriminatory treatment, and the
proliferation of "savage" taxes, as well as export

taxes:

pricing policies in favour of commodities benefitting
from regional preferences.
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23 6 With respect to the rules of origin, the Committee took note
of thprobleTof discouraging "ised by foreign xnvestments that

s: ^ssss s^as^srs

national and regional levels

s sras

"£?

context of promoting complementarities among the
economies, needed also to be vigorously pursued.

239 on the issue as to whether the integration process ^ad

I the ?our-pronged transformational approach to economic
t^^ation including (i) infrastructural development (11) the
development of production (iii) the liberalization of trade (iv)
the harmonization of policies.

o* Self-Financing

ive also pointed out the urgent need for

tnlRMs t^teeniove* with the capacity to generate their own
resources on a pe^anent basis through the introduction of self-
?inancina mechanisms. He argued that past experience had amply
finwnthlt for lack of resources to sustain their secretariats
shown that for wckm already identified integration

nroarammes and projects the RECs had been greatly weakened as
vehicle for advancing the integration process within their
^Siftetive subreqions in particular, and at the continental level

States.

o a i m analoqv to the European experience, the ECA
reJresentatTveTointed out that the financing of the European
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Union had been anchored on various autonomous an^£r^£f««
seif-financing instruments even though ^".embership comprises
affluent and developed economies. Therefore, within the African
context? the search for a better system to adequately finanoe_the
RTCs and their community programmes was even more imperative.
^(^ representative explained that the self-financing strategy
S!ng^ropPosed by ECA had been successfully tested by the former
CEAO He therefore believed that the experience can be
successfully replicated in the other subregional economic
communities.

242 The key feature of the proposed self-financing mechanism
is the imposition of a certain percentage of tax on an agreed
spectrU^f imports from third countries. The ECA representative
emphasized that the determination of the tax rate taking into
account its inflationary effect, the commodities concerned, the
iSSStiSalarrangements for the collection ^disbursements
of the revenues and other ancillary questions will be the subject
of detailed studies to be conducted within each subregional
economic grouping, for which financial support has been sought

from UNDP.

243 The delegate from Togo informed the meeting that at the
levelof ECOWAS, a protocol to apply this system had already been
drafted for the consideration of the organization's policy
organs? He was therefore of the view that a further study was
oerhaps not necessary for ECOWAS. The ECA representative pointed
out tha? was risky* to apply a tax rate that has not been
determined on the basis of a detailed analysis of all the
parameters involved in relation to the needs and circumstances

of the subregion.

244 The sub-committee noted that if African countries were
convinced that their economic transformation and their future
prosperity unequivocally lay in their integration, then they
should be committed to financing the RECs on a more self-
sustainable basis. The sub-Committee expressed full support for
SeE^ initiative as it noted that it will help addres. this
paramount concern and alleviate the financial burden of member^
States stemming from the current inadequate system of;
contributions. According to the methodology laid out by ECA^for
the proposed subregional studies, the sub-Committee noted that

the RECs will be closely involved.

245 Some questions were raised about the use of the funds that
will accrue from the self-financing mechanism and the
institutional arrangements for managing them. The sub-Committee
noted that the sources of the application of the funds will
mainly consist of the functioning of the secretariats, community
programmes and projects, and the compensation mechanism. It was
also possible that through this initiative, there could be
surplus funds that can assist member States to meet their
financial commitments to other continental organizations to which
thev belong. There was some discussion on the need to ensure that
the window for programmes and projects is used for activities
that are viable and take into account or involve the important
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role and participation of the private sector in the integration
process. On the institutional mechanisms, delegates expressed
support for an arrangement that will ensure a transparent and
efficient process in the collection and disbursement of the
resources. The sub-Committee also noted that within the
framework of the proposed self-financing mechanism, the
principles of equity and the contributive capacities of member
States would underscore the share of the financial obligations,
while the allocation of benefits will still be determined by the

policy organs of the RECs.

on d«vlop»«nt of tourisa in africa*
ti

n«port on d«vlop»«n

nd afriwn fcoiirlat product, touriam and afrioin

(agenda item 10)

246. A representative of the Secretariat presented document
ECA/TRANSCOM/TOUR/95/008 (TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA AND
AFRICA'S INTEGRATION). The Secretariat highlighted the
structures and performances of the tourism sector in various sub-

regions of the African continent.

247. African tourism is experiencing a positive growth. However,
although receipts from inter-regional tourism were outpacing
population growth, the sector is still considered a minor
activity in most countries of the region. The slow down, if not
the slump, recorded in the number of tourists from European

countries during the past years have prompted prospection of
other markets and diversification of products on offer. A strong
trend towards regrouping is noted and an increasingly higher
premium is placed on intra-African tourism and the marketing of
products inspired by African cultural and natural heritage.

248. He highlighted Performances of Tourism in the various

african subregions:

A. NORTH AFRICA

249. The North African Subregion constituted the first African
destination for half of the arrivals and 40% of the income. The
subregion is well equipped with better infrastructures and other
capacities which justified its advanced vis-a-vis other

subregions.

B. WEST AFRICA

250. West Africa's performance was rather stagnant. A slight
improvement was noted in 1993 when the subregion, register 8.3%
growth in its income. The subregion's than of African Tourist

flow is 10%.

251. It was noted that the flow of intra-subregional tourists
trade was on the increase from 24% in 1980 to 51% in 1993 with
Women playing an active role in the development of tourism trade.
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252. It was noted that in spite of efforts made by the ECOWAS

Member States within the sub-region to *r™°*eJr^&^Ja? South

Europe more resources should be invested in
activities and capacity building.

C. CENTRAL AFRICA

253 The sub-region has definite difficulties to take off in spite

of the tourism resources meeting various tyTS,Af l^thl™^f
oresentlv available statistical data point out that the share of
?he sub-region in the African tourism movement remained symbolic
with 1% for the revenues and 2% for the arrivals. The downward tend
noted in 1992 continued in 1994. From the viewpoint of tourism,
central Africa is the least developed Touristic regioni ofAfrica.
The States of the sub-region face a large number of J**"1.^*1®*
with negative effects on the development of tourism. Highlights of
performances of Cameroon, Gabon were given.

D. EASTERN AFRICA

?54 countries of the sub-region were among the first Sub-sahara
IIrican countries to be sensitive to the impact of the development
of tourism on overall development: they have been for a long^time
held up as examples for other African countries. East Africa

During

pos^ea'rgr^hTate^of l^Tor °19«V The market share for 1993
was 21-4% of arrivals in Africa and 22% of receipts for the region.
These achievements can also be put down to the restoration of-peace,

in Ethiopia.

E. SOUTHERN AFRICAN

255. As a travel destination pole Southern Africa posted,; tha
hignest annual growth rate in Africa for the 1983-1993 decade with.
an annual growth of the order of 14% for arrivals and 9.6 percent,
or receipts pushing earnings from US$695 million irv 1983 to^US $
1 744 million. This growth was due to combined action by countries

of the sub-region but mainly to south Africa which had seen the pay
off increase fourfold during the decade.

256. Following an highlights of the debate and recommendations:

(i) Delegates called for increased domestic investments and

Tourism.

fii) Meetings of the tourism and transport officials with
Airlines carriers should be encouraged with a view
reducing Air Fares as a means of promoting international,
intra-regional and intra-African tourism.
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(iii) Member states should ensure the implementation of
the Protocols on the Free Movement of Persona and
Services so as to promote the developement of

domestic/intra-african tourism,

(iv) Some African Countries should emulate the examples of the
more advanced african countries in the Tourism Industry.

Exchange of experience should also be encouraged.

257. The Ghana delegation informed the committee the decision of
his government to establish a Ministry of Tourism resulted from the
realization of the importance of the sector. The delegation noted
that this was the first time the sector has been accorded a full
Ministerial status. The Ghana delegation proposed the staging of
the first ECOWAS International Exhibition on Tourism to take place
during the forthcoming ECOWAS summit in lieu of the proposed SIATO.

258. Several delegations insisted on the need for the
Department/Ministry of tourism to be established as autonomous

bodies.

259. It was proposed and recommended that the Tourist Unit of ECA
be strengthened to cater for increasing technical assistance needs

of member states.

260. Several delegates were of the view that privatization could
facilitate the promotion of the tourism industry. Privatization of
hotels would enhanced their performances.

261. It was pointed that it was necessary to adopt strategies that
will facilitate the securing of historical sites that will attract
tourists in African countries with historical sites because most of
these rich historical sites and villages (slave routes) some have
been decimated irrespective of their revenue potentials.

262. on the question of integration, several delegates were of the
view that Africa should grant landing rights to African airlines
that are requesting for such landing rights. The delegates also
expressed their view that the tourism sector should be provided
national budgetary allocation to accelerate the development of the
industry. The African Development Bank (ABB) should earmarked loan
for the development of tourism in its loan portfolio. This would
minimize the dependency on external sources for the funding of

tourism projects.

263. The classification of Hotels was proposed by a delegate. The
delegate was of the view that this would enable would be tourists
to ascertain the quality of available hotel accommodation. By the
same token increased efforts should be made to improve the image of

Africa.
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264. Committee recognized also that the importance of culture,

arts, handicrafts and ecology tourism ought to be considered as the

basis for promoting the tourism sector. In this regard it is

necessary at the national and subregiona^ levels to take an

inventory of products that will be attractive to tourists. That

these products should be rehabilitated and maintained properly as

a means to attract tourists.

265. The Committee was of the view that tourism can contribute to
Africa's integration. It is in this connection that the committee

called upon African countries to speed up discussions and reach

agreement on the Tourism protocol which to be annexed to the Abuja

Treaty Establishing the African Economic Community.

266. The Committee has also adopted the following recommendations:

A) AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL

(i) establishment of tourism development poles based on the

setting up of a base of concentration and tourism flow

dispatching intended for a sub-region;

(ii) grouping, within an African Regional Federation (African

Tourism Organisation), of sub-regional mechanisms within

the purview of joint promotion of destination Africa and

the establishment of Inter-State and Inter-African

circuits by taking into account the complementarity of

products and African cooperation and integration

structures;

(iii) establishment of tertiary infrastructures on the

tourism sites and centres of interest and

encouraging integration and participation of the

people by making a huge consumption of the cultural

and natural resources of the sites;

(iv) establishment of tourism products based, indeed, on

tested traditional components but also diversify them by

integrating new components such as thematic tourism and
ecotourism and based on the attributes and unique

resources of the different countries;

(v) facilitation, through legislation, of the emergence of a

motivated and competent African private sector

constituting the privileged partner of National Tourism

Administrations in the definition of policies and playing

a vanguard role in the promotional and tourism products

management activities. The government authorities will

also take measures enabling the participation of foreign

investors and users within the framework of partnership

policies between them and the users of tourism resources;
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(vi) establishment of systems for the development of human
resources for tourism trades and conducive to the
emergence of tourism conception and management cadres;

(vii) development of policies associating closely tourism
exploitation, conservation, development and
use/management of national and human environments;

and

(viii) marketing based on a sound knowledge of tourism
development obj ectives for the country, a sharp
knowledge of the aspirations of the national,
African and foreign consumers and taking into
account the socio-cultural and environmental

effects.

B. AT THE BUBREGIONAL LEVEL

NORTHERN REGION

i) the reactivation of sub-regional cooperation in tourism
and the priority establishment of a mechanism either
within AMU or autonomously: a Sub-regional Tourism
Cooperation and integration Structure. Pursuant to the
directives of the Conference of African Ministers of
Tourism, the EGA proposes the establishment/reactivation
of the "Regional Organization of North African Tourism"
grouping Mauritania, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya,

Egypt and the Sudan;

ii) the establishment, within the framework of that
Organization, of a mechanism for cooperation between the
Vocational Training Centre and the recognition of
diplomas issued by the training institutions of the sub-

region ;

iii) the establishment of Maghreb and North African inter-
State tourism circuits aimed at enhancing cooperation and
promoting intra-African tourism and free movement of
nationals of these countries and other African countries;

iv) establishment of "North Africa" stands during marketing
activities in external markets and organization of
meetings between tourism professionals of the sub-region;

and

v) measures to facilitate tourist travels and stay including
immigration, national currencies, transport and

communications.
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WBBTERH RBOIOH

i) the improvement of tourism research and promotion tools
through the organization, on a sub-regional basis, of
seminars on tourism statistical data;

ii) the establishment of Inter-State circuits encompassing
the products of coastal and landlocked countries ■, The
marketing programmes will be carried out Jointly with a
preponderant participation of operators. Establishment of
"Sub-Regional Tourism Exhibition" including the changing
of the international Handicraft Exhibition of Ouagadougou
(SIAOJ into the "international Handicraft and Tourism
Exhibition of Ouagadougou (SIATO)" as recommended at the
seminar on Tourism and Handicraft organized by SIAO 94;

iii) promotion of small and medium scale tourism ent«£>*■•■
with technical assistance for vocational training and
laying down of concrete incentives for the emergence of
African operators and their foreign partners;

iv) improvement of air transport services Iwtween the
different countries of the sub-region, including the
granting of extended rights for scheduled flights and

charter flights? and

v) enhancement of Inter-State cooperation fOr *&?
harmonization and integration of tourism development
policies and programmes with a view to establishing a

single space.

CENTRAL REGION

i) prepare the post conflict period by rehabilitating, in
the urban centres and as far as possible, the reception
infrastructures. These establishments will be the basis

for the recovery of the industry and in the meantlae^will
offer reception centres for investors and visitors wittiin
the framework of general restaurant operations;

ii) promotion of Small and Medium scale Tourism Enterprise
including incentives, training and technical assistance
given to the professionals of the sectors;

iii) establishment of cooperation and joint promotion
mechanisms at the sub-regional level like the Tourism
organisation in Central Africa. The sub-regional
organizations for cooperation and integration could
provide a provisional basis for the establishment of such

a structure;
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iv) promotion of inter-state circuits by facilitating joint

ventures; and

v) concrete measures to improve the movement of persons in
the sub-region and the other parts of Africa: more
flights linking the landlocked countries to the best
connected countries, facilitation of travels and stays.

EASTERN REGION

(i) to strengthen cooperation among states of the sub-region,
and institutions working towards development cooperation
and integration including the formulation of common
programmes for the harnessing of resources,, development

of facilitation measures, exchange of expertise, joint
promotion and the establishment of inter-state circuits;

(ii) to strengthen at national, level community participation
in the development and management of national level
community participation including the elaboration of
concrete measures for the exploitation of wild life;

(iii) to diversify products with more attention being
focused on cultural resources and social
environment while maintaining control of the
negative impact that might accrue therefrom;

(iv) to establish in the northern region a tourism cooperation
and integration mechanism and a network of inter-state

circuits;

(v) to enlist the active participation of promotion of
tourism in formulating measures to facilitate tourism
with a view to promoting intra-African tourism; and

(vi) to create a common tourism destination pple enhancing
insular and continental products.-

SOUTHERN REGION

i. to strengthen sub-regional cooperation as a step towards
Pan-African integration. The regional organization of
tourism in Southern Africa should be considered^ as a
milestone towards the establishment of vaster entities as
defined in the Abuja Treaty;

ii. to develop intra-African tourism by facilitating the free
movement of goods and persons and the establishment of

small and medium business;
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iii. to develop human resources and horizontal cooperation;

iv. to diversify tourism products and create inter-state

circuits;

v. to develop and manage natural resources (wild life and

nature) and cultural and social heritage for a

sustainable and sustained development of tourism and for

an active participation of the local populations; and

vi. to promote small and medium national businesses.

TOURISM AND AFRICAN INTEGRATION

A. Measures for strengthening Integration

267. On the burning question of Tourism and African integration,

the report notes that African countries are becoming increasingly

aware of the contribution of tourism to African integration. The

meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Tourism

particularly stressed that aspect of tourism development in Africa.

Consequently, since the Kinshasa meeting of November 1987 the

African Ministers in charge of Tourism took the following measures

to strengthen Intra-African Cooperation and integration, establish

tourism products inspired by African civilisations cultures and

environments so as to rouse the interest of Africans in their

countries and to know them better, establish the mechanisms for

tourism cooperation and integration, etc ... To do so the following

guidelines were determined:

1. Promotion of Intra-African Tourism

2. Promotion of Inter-State Circuits

3. Establishment of tourism products inspired by African

cultural and natural heritage

4. Establishment of cooperation mechanisms at the level of

policies and development activities including cooperation

between professionals

5. Joint promotion of African tourism products and the

establishment of attractive African travel destinations

6. Measures for facilitation of tourism travels and stays in

Africa including the free movement of persons and goods

in Africa

7. Pooling of resources available for tourism development

including the establishment of Professional training

institutions and recognition of diplomas issued in the
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National Tourism Training Institutions which will accept

to enter the system.

2 68. These orientations constituted the essential basis for the
action of the ECA, supported in this by most African Sub-regional

institutions, which from then established institutional structures

in charge of the Tourism sector or took measures for the promotion
of African tourism in line with the above-defined guidelines.
Consequently, priority would be given to the execution of that
project. At the international level, the European Union
participated substantially in the implementation of these policies
by giving considerable technical assistance to the countries which
expressed the wish to establish joint activities and structures.

The most remarkable case in this matter are the Southern African

Countries.

269. The Treaty establishing the African Economic Community is also
an indication of the taking up of the guidelines defined by the
Conference of African Ministers of Tourism as contribution to the
African integration process. The Draft Protocol on Tourism,
prepared, is being finalised before it is submitted for

ratification by the Member States.

270. The concerns and quarries raised by the delegates on the
report and the recommendations contained therein, were adequately

addressed by the Secretariat which contributed to the adoption of
the report by the Committee.


